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Singh Saab The Great - 2 days left | Full movie in Hindi | Sunny Deol, Urvashi Rautela Singh Saab is a magnificent rickshaw in the service of the Government of India. And he does his job well. And even manages to save people from terrorists. During a clash with militants in North Waziristan, Singh gives passengers a lift from point A to point B. One of the passengers, Bobby, his girlfriend
Anare and their twins, Sam and Sarhan, are in trouble. Hours later, terrorists kidnap Bob and Ana, and Singh has no choice but to pursue them. Having followed the trail of terrorists, it already seems to him that he has caught them. But where will they take him this time? Singh and his colleagues manage to apprehend the terrorists, but Bobby has also been captured. Later it turns out that the
terrorists had their own plans, and they intend to get three important documents stolen from the UN...Attention! The film contains scenes of violence and cruelty. Based on "Singha Saab Great", an Indian feature film "Chitra" starring the same actor was released in 2012. In India, the film "SINGH SAAB GOOGLE" is very popular. In the first 9 days after the release, the film was watched by

more than 1.7 million viewers, while in the ranking of the most viewed films of 2013, it took a leading position.7. "Jackie" (USA, 1986) From the title it is clear that this is a film adaptation of the book by the famous author Donald Westlake, who is also the screenwriter of the films "Capote" and "Love with a prescription and without." Two Hollywood screenwriters invite Nicolas Cage to
play the role of a complete scoundrel, a ruthless hypocrite and a knacker. Along the way to success, he becomes even more obnoxious and earns the nickname "Jack" due to the convulsive movements of his mouth. Ian McKellen, who himself wanted to play the role, was invited to play the main character Cage. McKellan and Westley's meeting took place in 1963, when McClellen was an

actor in a theater production of Westleyak in which they acted together. After working together for over 40 years, Cage and McKell met Westley before the filming of Jake, which, of course, was reflected in the film. 5 days left in my bus
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